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In a group G the set of all subgroups. partially ordered by inclusion, is 
a complete algebraic lattice which we denote by I(G). A map r from I(G) 
to a complete lattice Y is called a complete lattice homomorphism (or a 
C(Jnl/Jkfe I-l~omonlorphi.~m) if for all non-empty subsets .V of I(G) we have 
c 1 
n X-=/? X7 and (XIXE-‘J)r= v xc. t-f) 
\ c ‘I’ .\ t ‘I \ I~ ‘/ 
Usually we shall write simply t: C I + Y to denote the map r and speak of 
a complete /-homomorphism from G to 2’. We call T trivial if all subgroups 
of G have the same image under s; and we call T proper if r is not trivial 
and not injective. If (t) holds for all finite subsets .(/‘. then 7 is called a 
Irrtticr /2o111ot?1orpJli.o}?l (or I-i~~~~onlorpllisnz ). An /-homomorphism from G 
to the lattice /(G) of a group C? is called a projectiuit~~ if it is a bijection. Of 
course, a projectivity is always complete. A projectivity a: G --f G is said to 
be ilz~k~.~-prc.vercitl~ if. for K < H < G with 1 H : K1 finite. 
JH: KI = IH”: K”l. 
The existence of either a proper /-homomorphism from a finite group G 
to some lattice or a non-index-preserving projectivity of G imposes severe 
restrictions on the structure of G (set [93). In this work we consider com- 
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plete /-homomorphisms of non-periodic groups. Our aim is to give some 
general conditions satisfied by a group G which guarantee that every non- 
trivial complete I-homomorphism of C? is injective and every complete 
I-epimorphism from a group G to C? ( # 1) is necessarily an index- 
preserving projectivity. 
To be able to state our main results we need some notation and defini- 
tions. If H < G, then [G/H] denotes the lattice of all subgroups of G con- 
taining H; and [G/H] is said to be rzorz-p~riodic~ if there is an element g E G 
such that 1 (g): H n (g)i is infinite. We write H <,, G if H is a Dedekind 
subgroup of G (see [17]). Suppose that H <,,G. If for all go G and sub- 
groups K such that 
H<K<(H,g)=L, 
say, 
IL : KI is finite if and only if [L/K] is finite. 
then we write H 6, G and say that H is D-enlht~dded in G. A group G is 
called modular if I(G) is a modular lattice. Suppose that a group G has an 
ascending normal series whose factors are locally finite or abelian. Then we 
define the Hirsch length h(G) of G to be the sum of the torsion-free ranks 
of the abelian factors. Thus h(G) is an invariant of G. Our main results are 
then contained in 
(i) /z(R)> 3 01 
(ii) h(H) = 2 md tither 17 is nwdulur or [G,!H] is rwn-pc>riodic, then 
(a) fl is UII in(k~~.u-prc~.srr~irig projrctiritJ% rind 
lb) ..’ T is rtilrctiw. 
An idea used by Ivanov [S] for handling certain infinite systems of 
algebraic equations will play an important role in our argument (see 
Section 3). Several known criteria for I-homomorphisms to be injective or 
for projectivities to be index-preserving will be used many times and for 
convenience we list them here. 
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1.2. Let n: G + G he N projectiritl,. [f’a is index-preserving on ull the 
c,>*clic subgroups of’ G, then g is index-preserving on G [ 12, Corollary 31. 
1.3. Let N = N, 6 N, < 6 N,, = G he u ,finite chain of’ suhgroup.s 
of’ G ItYtll each N, 6,/G und let 5: G ---f Y he un I-homornorphi.sm. !f’ T is 
iqective on ull interval,s [N, / , IN,], then T is i~jectivr on [G/N] [ 15. 
Corollary 2.2( i )]. 
1.4. Let 0: G ---$ G‘ he N projrctivit.,, und let N he u yuu.sinormal .suh- 
group of’ G. lf’ o is inde.~-I’rtJsrrcirzg on N and on ull cFclir intervals 
[(g > N/N] of’ [GIN], then c is indt~.~-prc.stlrr’irzK on G [ 13, Theorem 2.71. 
1.5. Let T: G + 9 he N complete I-epimorphism, \(.herc G i.s N non- 
periodic group and 9 is u non- triciul compit~tt~ Iutticr, und Irt H he N IocuII,~ 
,finite Dedekind subgroup of’ G. Thm T / H is injectice. Moreover, lf % is the 
lattice of CI group. then 5 1 n i.s inders-prc~.srrcing [ 15, Proposition 3.11). 
1.6. Let 5: G + Y hc (I complete I-c~pinlorphism, n,here G is a non- 
periodic locully polyc?*clic group und 9’ is u non-triviul complete lattice. Then 
(i) T is inject& on ull periodic subgroups of G; and 
(ii) T is ir#xtivc on G if’ G contains tL!‘o clement~s a, h of’ infinite order 
wYth (u) n (h) = 1. 
Moreover. if’ i/’ i.s the Iuttice of’ u group, then T is iru~~tlx-pre.seraitIg on the 
periodic subgroups qf’ G; and T is index-preserving on G if the hypothesis of 
(ii) holds [ 15, Proposition 3.21. 
We define classes r. .Q of groups as follows. A group G belongs to r if 
every non-trivial complete I-homomorphism 7: G + 9 (U a complete 
lattice) is injective; and a group G belongs to R if every projectivity 
CT: G + G is index-preserving. Then, by 1.1 and 1.2. 
G E I’( G E Q) if’ and only. lf',f;Jr twh g E G the restriction 
Tl ( ,~ ) (g / (,~? ) is injective (inde.y-preserving). (1) 
Easy consequences arc 
1. I-’ = I : LQ=Q. (2) 
(For the definition of L and other closure operations, see 171.) 
When dealing with a non-trivial complete I-homomorphism 5 of a non- 
periodic group G, it is important to recall the useful fact that 
the loww kernel of’s is I. (3) 
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(See [9, Theorem 5, p. 631.) In particular T cannot be trivial on the non- 
periodic sections of G. A consequence of this is the following. Let r, be the 
class of non-periodic groups in f: Then 
PT, = I’, 
For, let 5: G --) 2 be a non-trivial complete I-homomorphism and let 
(X, 1 x d [I’) be an ascending r,-series of G. Suppose for a contradiction 
that T is not injective and choose a minimal such that r ( ,v, is not injective. 
Thus r 3 1 (assuming X,, = 1) and r cannot be a limit ordinal by (I ). 
Therefore T is injective on X, , and on X,/X, , (being non-trivial on this 
quotient). Then r is injective on X,, by 1.3, a contradiction. Similarly, 
PQ=Q, 
using 1.4. 
Let G,=N,N, with N,aG, N,EJ‘, (i=l,2) and let ?: G-tY be a 
non-trivial complete I-homomorphism. Then t is injective on each N,, 
hence on G/N, and therefore on G, again by 1.3. Similarly, using 1.4, we 
find that GEQ if N,, N,EQ. Combining these results with (2) we obtain 
Next we point out that if H, K LIPP wtz-puiodk groups, then the direct 
product G = H x K belongs to I., For, let T be a non-trivial complete 
/-homomorphism of G. Every periodic element .Y of H belongs to a non- 
periodic abelian subgroup of G; and every non-periodic element .Y of H 
belongs to an abelian subgroup of G of Hirsch length 2. Thus, by 1.6, r is 
injective on (x) in both cases and hence r I,, is injective, by 1.1. Similarly 
T 1 K is injective. Therefore r is injective, by 1.3, and so G E f, In the same 
way we find that GE Q. 
A few words about cyclic subgroups will be appropriate. First if ‘I: G + G 
is an I-epimorphism, then T maps cyclic subgroups of G to cyclic subgroups 
of G. Moreover, if X is an infinite cyclic subgroup of G and z is complete, 
then either X’ is an infinite cyclic subgroup of C or T is trivial, by (3). 
Conversely, if r is complete and R is a cyclic subgroup of G. then there is 
a cyclic subgroup X of G such that X’= X (see [9. p. 60, 611). 
The organization of the remaining sections is as follows. Section 2 
contains preliminary results of a fairly general nature relating to complete 
I-homomorphisms and projcctivities. Then in Section 3 we consider a 
critical case of Theorem A(b); and in Section 4 we do the same for 
Theorem A(a). Section 5 contains applications of the preceding results. 
leading to the proof of Theorem A. Finally in Section 6 we establish some 
examples (Theorems I3 and C) which indicate the necessity of the 
hypotheses in Theorem A. 
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Further notution. If r: G + Y’ is a complete I-epimorphism and L E Y’. 
then L’* is the maximal subgroup of G which maps under T to L. If Y’ is 
the lattice of a group G, then we write H’ = g for all H 6 G. For any group 
G, P(G) denotes the maximal normal periodic subgroup of G. By [ 13, 
Proposition 1.121, P(G) is also the join of all the periodic Dedekind sub- 
groups of G. The class of groups which possess an ascending normal series 
with the factors abelian or locally finite will be denoted by f. The derived 
length of a soluble group G is denoted by d(G); and c,,(H) is the 
centralizer in a group G of a subgroup H. Also H’; is the normal closure 
of H in G and H,, is the intersection of the conjugates of H in G. The centre 
of G is denoted by Z(G). The subgroup of G generated by the elements of 
infinite order is denoted by U(G); and if A d G. then 
u,,(A)={!:1 KEG‘, l(g): (,y)nAl= x>. 
The multiplicative group of non-zero complex numbers is written as @* 
and z+ denotes the positive integers. The set of positive prime divisors of 
n E z is denoted by n(~r). 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We collect together various results about complete I-epimorphisms 
between groups. Throughout the section: 
LEMMA 2.1. Let iy 4 G-, N = mO*, T= N,, ~ nnri A4 = N”. Then Ta c 
und Iv Q G. 
Proqf: Let L = ( TG)c*. Then T< L < N. By [ 15, Theorem 2.121, L u 6’ 
and so T= L, i.e., T= L Q G. Now let 
c’= (M(y)“‘. 
Then N d U and. by [ 15, Theorem 2.91, U a G. Thus M < C: and so 
M=liTiSjG-aG. 1 
Regarding periodic radicals we have 
LEMMA 2.2. /f’G‘# 1, tlwz P"*(G)= P(G). 
Ptvof: Clearly we may assume that G is not periodic. Also 
P”(G)<,,G 
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and therefore P"(G) d P(G). Hence 
P(G)<P"*(C). (1) 
Conversely, P"*(G) is periodic. Let g be an element of infinite order in G. 
Then 
(g,P"*(G'))"=(h',P(c;)j, 
where (g) = (g)“. So g has infinite order. Choose 
SE (g. P"*(c)) = T. 
say, with s of finite order. Then (.Y)~ 6 P(G); hence 
sEP"*(G) 
and therefore P"*(C) = P(T) a T. It follows that 
- 
Pm*(G)<P(tr(G))<P(G). 
Together with (1) this gives the desired result. 1 
When G is not periodic and P(G) is locally finite, then we can say much 
more. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose tht P(c) -c c ard P(c) is locnll~~ ,finitc~. Then o 
inducts an index-prcserring prqjt~c~tirit~9 ,fkm P(G) to P(G). 1~ purticulur 
P(G) is locull~~ ,finite. 
Prmf: Since G is not periodic, it follows that G is not periodic and so 
the lower kernel of o is I, by (3) in Section 1. Let 
P(G)=K,xK,x .. 
be the mwirnrrl Hull d~~c,or?zp”.~iti”‘z of P(G), i.e., the orders of the elements 
of R, ( # 1) are relatively prime to the orders of the elements of K,, all i # j, 
and, for each i, Ki cannot be expressed non-trivially as a direct product of 
subgroups whose elements have relatively prime orders. Let 
K, = I?;*. 
By Lemma 2.2. P(G) = Pm*(G) and then, by [ 15, Proposition 1.41. 
P(G)=K,x K,x ... 
is a maximal Hall decomposition of P(G). 
If we can show that P(G) is locally finite, then 1.5 will complete our 
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argument. Thus it suffices to show that each subgroup K, is locally finite. 
Let i?= I?, and K = K,. We distinguish two cases. 
(a) S~~ppose ,fi’r.st that R is not locall~~ csjdic. Assume, for a contra- 
diction, that K is not locally finite. Then there are elements /z,, . . . . h,, in K 
such that 
T= (h,, . . . . II,,,) 
is not finite. Let T= r, x . x T,, be the maximal Hall decomposition of 
the finite subgroup ?? If 
T, = T;* n T 
(the full preimage of r, under 01 ,.), then, again by [ 15. Proposition 1.41, 
T= T, x .‘. x T,,. By Proposition 1.5 of the same paper, for some j, T, 
must be a cyclic p-group, for some prime p, with T, infinite. Suppose 
without loss of generality that ,j = 1. We further distinguish two cases. 
(i) Suppose that I? has a maximal p-subgroup which is not locally 
cyclic. Then T, lies in a finite non-cyclic p-subgroup F of I?, and F= F”* 
is finite, again by [ 15, Proposition 1.51. But F3 T, and T, is infinite, a 
contradiction. 
(ii) Now suppose that all the maximal p-subgroups of K are 
locally cyclic. Since we are assuming that I? is not locally cyclic, it follows 
that i? is not a p-group; and there is a maximal p-subgroup s of K and a 
p’-element 7 E I? such that [S, j] # 1. Choose 2~ s such that [Z, j] # 1. 
Then the finite subgroup (r,, F, 7) = i? say, is not the direct product of a 
p-group and a p’-group. Let S, be a Sylow p-subgroup of F containing 7,. 
Thus if 
F= R, x .” x R, 
is the maximal Hall decomposition of p, then s, < i?, (say) and i?, cannot 
be cyclic. Again by [ 1.5, Proposition 1.51, R;* is finite and contains T,, a 
contradiction as before. 
(b) NUU~ supposr thut I? is loccrll~ c!dic. Thus K is a p-group, for 
some prime p. Choose P< K with P ( # 1 ) finite and let P = PO*. Also 
choose g E G with 121 infinite and g E G such that (g)” = (,c). So / g( is 
infinite, K Q G, and 
k’zz K”’ a G‘. 
We have Pa G and p = P( p, R). By Lemma 2.2, 
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and so Pa (P, g). Let P, be the upper kernel of 01~. Then P,,-=I P; and 
P,, is cyclic of prime power order, by [9, Proposition 3.1, p. 591. Thus Pi”’ 
is locally finite and then o is injective and index-preserving on PAL’), by 1.5. 
Therefore P, = P,$F) is a p-group. 
Consider the induced I-epimorphism, 
in which P/P,, + 1. The lower kernel of this homomorphism is 1, by (3) in 
Section 1, and therefore P= P,,. Thus K is a locally cyclic p-group and 
hence locally finite. i 
We shall need the folowing easy consequence of 19, Theorem 4, p. 611. 
LEMMA 2.4. Supposr thut C is (I non-triaial tor.sionyfrre loc.all~~ c:l~clic 
group. Tlzm G is ulso tor.sion7fk and locall~~ qdic,. 
We pass now to a consideration of preimages of residually finite 
p-groups. 
LEMMA 2.5. Supposr thut C? is re.siduall~~ a,fi’nittl p-group (p II prime), hut 
that c is not prriodic md not Iocdl~~ q~clic. T/m 
(i) ,fbr- rrllg~.G, l(g) : (&‘)I = I(g)“: (g”)“/, ml’ 
(ii) G is residuul!,~ N ,finittj p-gro~rp. 
Also thtw is CI ,f’lmc’tion ,f such that if’ c is soluhlt~ with d(G) = n, thtw 
(iii) G is .solz~hle u~ith d(G) 6 ,f( Ii). 
Proof: (i) Clearly we may assume that G is finitely generated; and then 
there are normal subgroups IV, (A E A) of G with n,, NY; = 1 and each GiN, 
a finite p-group of exponent 3 p’. not cyclic, and (when p = 2) not 
generalized quaternion. 
By [ 15, Corollary 1.31, N; = N,“* has finite index in G. Let T, = (N,),. 
By Lemma 2.1, T, ccl (? and so 0 induces an I-epimorphism 
G;T, + G!T, 
between finite groups. Here T:*;!T; is the lower kernel and normal in G/T,,; 
hence ry* = T,, i.e., 
the lmw kernel i.r 1. (2) 
Let S/T, be a Sylow p-subgroup of G;T;, and put S = 3”‘. By [9, Proposi- 
tion 3.9, p. 821, S/T,, is a p-group and non-cyclic since s/r, is non-cyclic. -- 
Thus if o does not induce a projectivity from S:T, to SIT,. then S/T, must 
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Since (r?l/n)A = A, it follows that A > Z[C/inln] a G and so we may 
assume that 
A = Z[ l,‘~n] 
We distinguish two possibilities: 
C‘~.se 1. Suppox thut p i tnn. Thus pA < A. Let 
By 1.6, r is injective on A/pA and then it is easy to see that T must be 
injective on 
Hence 
(g’)[> (g”‘)‘. 
However. (I, p) = 1 and so 
CR’)‘= (g)‘n (s’>‘= (x”>‘n (JT’)~ (by(l)) 
= ((g”) n ($)I’= <,y”‘>‘, 
(2) 
contradicting (2). 
cusc 2. Supposr t7m thaf p 1 tnn. Then pA = A. Replacing g by g ’ if 
necessary, we may suppose that ~7 > 2. Thus if n > 0, then 
tn” ’ + tt7/’ ?/If $I?” ‘#&I. (3) 
If II < 0 and p # 2, we may replace g by g’ and then (3) holds. On the other 
hand, if p = 2 and n7 + n = k 1, it is easy to see that 111’ + t7’ # k 1 and, 
replacing g by g’, again (3) holds. Thus in all cases there is a prime q 
dividing trip ’ + tw” ‘11 + +/I/’ ‘. 
By Lemma 3.1, 
q ,, 11111 and q :, (117 - t7). 
Thus IA/qAI = q and A/qA is generated by 1 + qA. Since 
(4) 
y _ , = 111 - I7 
I7 
--y-tW 
(by (4)) we see that 
g ucts t7on-tririul!,. 017 A/qA 
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group of G containing g with R not cyclic. Then K is residually a finite 
y-group and applying (i) to K = EC* gives (g) = (g”), a contradiction. 
Therefore (5) is true. It follows from [9, Theorem 3, p. 351, that G z G and 
hence G is residually a finite p-group. 
No\t, ~suppo.w that GIN, is not c!dic, for some i. Then we can find a non- 
empty subset .4, of A such that, for all i E A,, G/IV, is not cyclic, has expo- 
nent 3 p’, is not generalized quaternion in case p = 2. and 0) t ,, !V, = 1. 
Fix I E A, and let I(? : m,l = p’. Let h’, = NY* and T, = (IV,), as in (i). For 
any ~EG\N; and (K)~= (g). 
,e has order p’j modulo IV, 
for some 1 < fi < X. We claim that 
I ( s > : ( K@ > I = P”. (6) 
For. this is clear if II:~ = SK.. Thus suppose that lgl is finite. Then 121 is 
finite and so g has p-power order. Let S/T, be a Sylow p-subgroup of G/T, 
containing g and let S= s”*. As in (i), S/T, is a finite p-group and (T 
induces a projectivity from S/T,, to S/T,,. Since p” divides the order of ,e 
modulo r,, p” divides the order of g modulo T,, Hence p”j Ig/ and (6) 
follows. 
BY (ih 
and therefore g”’ E N, Thus 
G PI’ 6 N / 
and so G/“‘< T,. Therefore G,‘T, is a finite p-group and, since 
n, t ,,, T, = I, G is residually a finite p-group. 
(iii) Finally suppose that G is soluble with derived length n. Arguing 
as in (ii) and adopting the notation used there, we have G,‘T, is a finite 
p-group, all i E ,4,, and 
n T,=l. 
/i I, 
If ci is not injective on G,iT,,, then d(G/T,) < 2, by [Y. Proposition 3.4. 
p. 701. Otherwise if CJ is injective on G/T,,, then d(GjT,) is bounded by a 
function of M. by [ II]. Thus (l(G) is bounded by a function of I?. 1 
Remark. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 2.5, (i) and (ii) show that (T 
is injective and index-preserving on the periodic subgroups of G (using 1.1 
and 1.2 ). 
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Now we impose additional hypotheses on c. Recall that X denotes the 
class of groups which possess an ascending normal series with the factors 
abelian or locally finite. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let P=P(G), P= P(G). 
(ii) If’ c is nilpotent with /I( c?) > 2, thrrz CJ is un inritJ.~-prrsrruing 
projrcticit!~; md CJ is induced box NIZ isonlorphi.vm ,fkm G to c if’ c is uhrlian. 
Proof: (i) The first statement follows from Lemma 2.3. For the rest, by 
Lemma 2.3 and [ 111, we may assume that P = P = 1. 
Let A be a maximal normal abelian subgroup of C. Then A ( # 1) is 
torsion-free and locally cyclic. Also G/A is locally finite and if e= C‘,-(A), 
then Ii? : cl 6 2. Moreover, e’ is locally finite and hence 1. Therefore 
c = 2. If 2 = G‘, then G is torsion-free and locally cyclic, by Lemma 2.4. 
Thus suppose that 1G : AI = 2. If <CE G .A, then 2 must act by inversion 
on A and so I& = 2. Using a local argument, it follows from Lemma 2.5(i) 
and (ii) that if (g)” = (,f), then Igl =2. Now we may assume that G is 
finitely generated, so G is an infinite dihedral group. As in the proof of 
Lemma 2.5(ii), there are subgroups r, a c such that T, <A, G:T,. is a 
dihedral ‘-group, 
and, with T, = T:*. we have Tj d G, G/T, is a finite 2-group. and o 
induces an I-epimorphism from G/T, to G: T, 
If CJ is not injective on GjT;, then G/T, must be generalized quaternion. 
by [9, Proposition 3.4, p. 701, and we obtain a contradiction as in Lem- 
ma 2.5(i). Thus ci induces a projectivity from G/T,. to G/T,,. Since G/T, is 
generated by two involutions, so is G./T,; i.e., G/T, is a dihedral 2-group. 
for all i,. 
Let A = A”‘. Then A u G, A is abelian, and if II E A, then au’ E T, , all i.. 
Hence CI’=U ‘. Let K<H<A with lH:Kl=p (prime). Then (H,g),‘K 
is dihedral of order 2~1 and r~ must induce a projectivity from (H, g)lK 
to (H. a).iK. Therefore these two quotients are isomorphic and hence 
IH : Kl = /j, Thus CT/ ,, is injective and index-preserving and therefore so is 
CT (by I .3 and 1.4). Finally, we see that A is infinite cyclic and G is infinite 
dihedral. 
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(ii) To show that 0 is an index-preserving projectivity, we may 
assume that G is finitely generated (by 1.1 and 1.2). Also, by Lemma 2.3. 
we may assume that P = P = 1. Then G is residually a finite p-group, for all 
primes p (see [3]); and, by Lemma 2,.5(i), it follows that rr is an index- 
preserving projectivity. 
That ci is induced by an isomorphism when G is abelian is a well-known 
theorem of Baer (see [9, Theorem 3, p. 351). 1 
A further case when the solubility of G can be deduced from that 
of G is 
Proqf: By Lemma 2.6(i), we may assume that h(G) > 2. By hypothesis 
there are normal subgroups iv, (;.E A) of G with G/N, finite and -- 
n, N, = 1. Also we may assume that each GIN, is not cyclic (by 
Lemma 2.6(ii)). 
Let c,/iv,, be the intersection of all the maximal cyclic subgroups of 
G/N,. Thus [G, C,] < iyj. Take Cj. = (?I*. By [ 1.5, Corollary 1.31, IG : C,I 
is finite. Let T, = (Cj),;. Then T, 4 C. by Lemma 2.1. Now the lower 
kernel of G/(, ,; is contained in C,/T, and is normal in G/T,. Therefore the 
lower kernel is 1. It follows from 19, Proposition 3.8, p. 73; 1 I] that G/T, 
is soluble with (/(G/T,) bounded by a function ,/‘of d(G) = M, say. - - 
Let T= n,, T; and C= n,. C’,. So [G, C] = 1 and hence [G, Tj = 1. Let 
T= n, T,. Thus G/T is soluble and (l(G) <f’(n). If T is not periodic, then 
T is not periodic and Lemma 2.6 applied to 0) 7 gives T soluble with II(T) 
bounded. On the other hand, if T is periodic, then T< P(G) := P, say; 
and, by Lemma 2.3. (~1,~ is a projectivity from P to P(G), hence T is 
metabelian. 1 
Recent work (as yet unpublished) by G. Busetto and F. Napolitani 
shows that f’(n) = 4n suffices. 
3. LATTICE HOMOMORPHISMS AND INJECTIVITY 
In our main results the critical situation is that of an infinite cyclic exten- 
sion G of an abelian group A and we begin with the case /z(A) = 1. We need 
information about the G-action on certain chief factors of prime order lying 
in A. The following elementary fact will be required. 
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then y 1 tini and y :, (n7 - n). 
Pm$ The first statement is clear. Assume, for a contradiction, that 
y 1 (m - n ). Then, for all k, 1 < h- < p ~ I, 
q divides (km” ‘nh ’ -knlr’ ’ ‘d). 
Adding for all k gives 
q divides Cm” ‘+rn” ‘n+ ... +nzn” ‘-(/I-1)n” ‘) 
and therefore by hypothesis y lpn/’ ‘. Since p 1 m and q k mn. y # p. Then 
q (n, a contradiction. 1 
Now WC can prove 
Prmf: By (3) in Section 1, the lower kernel of T is 1 and so rl(, 4 is 
non-trivial. In particular, if T is the torsion subgroup of A, then ~1~; , 
is non-trivial and so we may assume that T = 1. 
Suppose. for a contradiction, that ?I(, ,! is not injective. For some 
element ,q E G we have 
G=Ax(g) 
and without loss of generality we may assume that 
(g)r’(g”)- (1) 
for some prime p. Identify A with an additive subgroup of Q containing 1. 
The conjugation action of K on A is multiplication by some rational w,ln 
with (m, n) = 1. Suppose that m/n = + I and let N E A, N # 0. Then 
H = (u, g) is metacyclic with two independent elements of infinite order 
and ?I!, is non-trivial. Thus TI ,, is injective, by 1.6, contradicting (1). There- 
fore we may assume that 
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Since (r?l/n)A = A, it follows that A > Z[C/inln] a G and so we may 
assume that 
A = Z[ l,‘~n] 
We distinguish two possibilities: 
C‘~.se 1. Suppox thut p i tnn. Thus pA < A. Let 
By 1.6, r is injective on A/pA and then it is easy to see that T must be 
injective on 
Hence 
(g’)[> (g”‘)‘. 
However. (I, p) = 1 and so 
CR’)‘= (g)‘n (s’>‘= (x”>‘n (J?)~ (by(l)) 
= ((g”) n ($)I’= <,y”‘>‘, 
(2) 
contradicting (2). 
cusc 2. Supposr t7m thaf p 1 tnn. Then pA = A. Replacing g by g ’ if 
necessary, we may suppose that ~7 > 2. Thus if n > 0, then 
tn” ’ + tt7/’ ?/If $I?” ‘#&I. (3) 
If II < 0 and p # 2, we may replace g by g’ and then (3) holds. On the other 
hand, if p = 2 and n7 + n = k 1, it is easy to see that 111’ + t7’ # k 1 and, 
replacing g by g’, again (3) holds. Thus in all cases there is a prime q 
dividing trip ’ + tw” ‘11 + +/I/’ ‘. 
By Lemma 3.1, 
q ,, 11111 and q :, (117 - t7). 
Thus IA/qAI = q and A/qA is generated by 1 + qA. Since 
(4) 
y _ , = 111 - I7 
I7 
--y-tW 
(by (4)) we see that 
g ucts t7on-tririul!,. 017 A/qA 
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However, (02/n)” ~ 1 = (nl” - nP)/nP E qA and hence R” acts trivially on 
A/qA. Therefore (qA)( 9”) a G and G/(qA)(g”) is non-abelian of order 
yy. A non-trivial /-homomorphism of such a group is injective; and 5 is 
injective on A\qA. by 1.6. Hence (g)’ > ( x”)~, contradicting (I ). 1 
In the situation of Theorem 3.2 we can show that, in fact, distinct 
subgroups of G with the same image under T must lie in A. This will 
follow from 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that X< Y and. by 
choosing X to be the minimal preimage of X’ under z, we have Xa Y, 
by 19, Theorem 1. p. 581. Now ( YN)r = (XN)’ and so XN = YN by 
hypothesis. Therefore Xn N < Yn N. Suppose, for a contradiction, that 
Y & N. Then X & N, otherwise X’< N’. whereas Yr < N’ by hypothesis, 
Choose .Y E X! N and ~1 E ( Y n N )‘!X. Then 
say, and 
Using bars to denote factors modulo N,, we have 
G, = iv, xl (s). 
iv, ( # 1) is cyclic, and (s) 2 c’ I. Moreover, by hypothesis, z is injective 
on (x) and so z is injective on N,. by 1.6. Therefore, 
(XnN)‘=(YnN)‘3N;>N;=(XnN)i, 
giving the required contradiction. 1 
Combining Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 gives 
COROLLARY 3.4. Assume the hypotheses c~f’ Theorem 3.2 atzd let X # Y he 
subgroups of G nxir/z X’ = Y’. Then (X, Y) < A. 
In Section 6 we shall construct examples which show that, under the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.2, 5 need not be injective on A. However, when 
the torsion-free rank of A is at least 2 (i.e., when h(A) >2), then T has 
to be injective. In order to prove this, we need a result of Ivanov [.5. 
Lemma 51: 
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is not inccrtihlr in Z[<. < ‘1 
Then we have 
THEOREM 3.6. Let G he u group, A u G, n.ith A dwliun, h( A ) 3 2 um/ 
(;:‘A iufinitr c>!‘clic. !f’ T is a m~7-trir~ird ccmplrtr I-lromonro,-l)frislrr ,fionl G to 
sm7c umipletc~ Irrttiw, then T is injectiw. 
Proof: By (3) in Section I, the lower kernel of T is 1. Thus ~1~ is injec- 
tive. by 1.6. Therefore, using 1.3, we may assume that A is torsion-free. 
Assume, for a contradiction, that T is not injective. Then, by I .I, there is 
an element .Y E G, .Y # 1. and a prime p such that 
(s)r= (.\-“)r. (5) 
Thus x4,4 and so (.xe)nA=l. 
Let x( # 1) be any element of G satisfying (5). If k is an integer not 
divisible by p. then (as in the argument of case 1 of Theorem 3.2) 
(.yh)r = (.y”h)r. (6) 
Let u E A. We claim that 
(.Yu)7= ((.YU)“)‘. (7) 
For, 
(.su)~= (.u. A)‘n (.uo)‘= (.\-I’, A)‘n (.Yu)’ 
= ((.1-l’. A) n (.~rr) 1’ = ((.utr)“)’ (by (5)). 
Also we have 
(rr)” = (N) lP 
To see this. 
((u)“‘))‘< (a. .Y)‘n A’= (u, .s”)‘nil’ 
=((u,.~“)nA)‘=((rr)““‘)’ (by (5)). 
Therefore, since T/ ., is injective. 
(8) 
((I)“> < (N)t” 
and (8) follows. 
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Now suppose that CI # 1 and let k be an integer not divisible by p. Then 
(.yh(r)/’ = .\-I’x(.i ,
where 
Let 
We claim that 
For. 
(TX, .Yhu)r= ((.@)‘, ((.\-hu)‘l)r) 
= (.y”” , .yf$h )T zzz (.\-I’“. (‘h )’ (by (6) and (7)). 
Intersecting with A; gives 
A; = (yl’hs c,)‘nA;=((.u”‘, ck)nA,)’ 
and, hence, 
A, = (s”“, ch ) n A, = ( ci ) i ‘I’” ‘, 
giving (9). 
Next we show that 
I?( A, ) is finite. (10) 
For, by (8) there is a non-zero polynomial 4” over Z such that 
(,“‘I \ I = , 
Let cp have degree nt and let 
A,,= (a”1 Ii1 <tt?- 1). 
Then A, is finitely generated and A ,/A,, is periodic. Hence (IO) is true. 
For any integer k, let 
qi(r)=I+l”+P+ .‘. +t”’ ‘Ih 
(I indeterminate) and from now on view A, as an (.v)-module. Then A, 
embeds in 
L’=@@, ‘4,. 
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a finite dimensional @-space, by (10). Let ;’ denote the non-singular linear 
map induced by .Y on V. If p t k, then, by (9), there is an element 
such that 
u = c/, ..fi.(;J’“) = a q/;(y) ,fl,(;JJ”). 
Therefore qA(y) ,fx(yp’) is the identity map on V. Thus if < is an eigenvalue 
of ;‘, then we have 
i.e., 
for all k not divisible by p, contradicting Lemma 3.5. 1 
We conclude this section with a generalization of Ivanov’s main result 
in [S]. 
( fhr ull X < G) is an I-mdomorplzisn~ of’ G. [j’ HE LX, then all the prriodic 
c~lmwnrs of’ G lie in H und ,fortn u subgroup and h(H) = 1. Morrover, if 
G E LX and H is torsion~fkc, then G is locmlly c,yclic. 
Rrtnark. A subgroup of a group G has been called duall~~ stunciurd (d.s.) 
if the map XH H n X (all A’< G) is an I-endomorphism of G. Ivanov 
established the special case of Theorem 3.7 when G is locally soluble and 
torsion-free. 
Proof’of Theorem 3.7. Let T be the complete I-epimorphism defined by 
.\‘H H n A’. Then H is the upper kernel of 5 and so Ha G, by 19. 
Theorem I, p. 581. Since the lower kernel of 7 is 1 (by (3) in Section 1 ), we 
must have G,/H periodic and hence H is not periodic. Then, by Lemma 2.3, 
r is injective on P(G), therefore P(G) < H and so P(G) = P(H). Thus we 
may assume that P(G) = 1. 
If K < G, then clearly H n K is a ds. subgroup of K. Therefore, from nou 
on, we may assume that G is finitely generated and G/H is finite. Thus H 
is finitely generated and (assuming that HE f-,X) we see that GE X. It suffices 
to show that G is cyclic. 
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Now H contains a torsion-free abelian subgroup A ( # I ) with A Q G. It 
toltows, from 1.6, that the periodic elements of G must lie in H. Choose 
,r: E G’,H. By Theorems 3.2 and 3.6. (5, A );‘A is finite. Thus /z(A) = I. by 
1.6. Since H/A is a ds. subgroup of G/A, it follows from what we have 
already proved that H/A is periodic. Therefore /r(H) = 1 and then G is an 
infinite cyclic group, by Corollary 2.6(i). 1 
If H is not torsion-free, then G need not be locally cyclic. For, let 
G= ((I) x (h). 
where 1~1 = z and lhl = p (prime); and let 
H = (N”) x (h), 
where L/ is a prime different from p. Then H is N d.s. .suhgroup of’ G. For, 
if U, li< G, we must show that 
Hn [:I.= (Hn r’)(Hn 1’). 
This is clear if CT or C’ lies in W. On the other hand, if IV’ $ H, then 
/ W’Wvl = (1 and so H n IV= I+.“. Thus our claim follows. 
4. INDEX-PRESERVIM; PROJHTIVITIES 
Suppose that the group G has a normal abclian subgroup A with G/A 
infinite cyclic. If 7 is a non-trivial complete /-homomorphism of G. then we 
have seen that ~1~; .i is injective if h(A) = I (Theorem 3.2) and 7 is injectivc 
if h(A) 3 2 (Theorem 3.6). Again these will be the critical cases in 
Theorem A when trying to show certain projectivities are index-preserving. 
Indeed the principal results of this section should be compared with 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.6. 
In order to prove this theorem we need a result about algebraic numbers 
bearing the flavour of Lemma 3.5. This in turn requires Lemma 8 of [5] 
vvhich we now state. 
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group E* of some ,field E and let I E Z + Suppose also that there we 
ekeintv1 t.s c , ) , C,E E* such that 
cItpI(.r)+ .” +c,rp,(s)=O 
,for all s E R + ,z,ith (x, z) = 1. Then there e.yi.sts a partition 
‘1 ( , . . . . s ) = P , v . v P,, 
bt,ith P, non-cmpt?, ( 1 < i 6 H’) such that 
(i) CliP,C’,cp,(.~)=o,,f or all .r relutiwlj~ prime to ;; and 
(ii) if ,j, k E P, (my i), then there is a I th root t: of 1 in E such that 
q,(s) = (Ph(.Y) 1;’ 
fbr ail .Y ~5 Z f 
In this situation we say that (p, and q/, &ffer hi a zth root qf 1. Then we 
can prove 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that j’. L we non-periodic elements of @ * lc*ith 
R[r,i’~‘]=n[~,r,~~‘]=S, 
saj’. Let 71 be a non-identit), element of’ the restricted s~wznietric groL4p on the 
set of all primes mid let 
be the unique extension qf 71 to an automorphism of’ the nzultiplicutive setni- 
grotlp Z , For k, I E Z + , litrite 
(Note that numerator and denominator here are non-zero.) Then there are 
positice integers k, I s14ch thut either ryr., $ S or 11~;; $ S. 
Proof: Suppose, for a contradiction, that the lemma is false. Then, for 
all I?. IEZ,, 
First we show that 
‘lh.1, ‘la.: E 5,. (1) 
4 and 3. ure algebraic numbers. (21 
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Clearly &D( 2) = &D(A) and so t is algebraic if and only if j. is algebraic. 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that < and i. are transcendental. Then 
_ or.+tl 
c 
I,i + d’ (3) 
where a, h, C, Ritz. (See [IO. Section 63, p. 1981.) By hypothesis there are 
prime numbers p < y such that p’ = q. Taking li = h-’ = I and I = p, I’ = q, we 
have 
1 +e+t2+ ‘.’ l t<” ‘=(I +i,+P+ “’ +j.” ‘)q,,,,. (4) 
Also ‘I,.~= g(i)/‘)V‘. where g(;.) E Z[j.] and .s > 0. Substituting for l from (3) 
in (4) we obtain 
[(CA + fi)‘) ‘+(uE.+h)(ci+d)” ‘+ ... +(ui+h)” ‘]A 
= (cj, + ~i)~ ’ (1 +jL+i’+ ... +i” ‘)g(j.). (5) 
Thus s # 0. If s 3 1, we may assume that i does not divide g(E,) and there- 
fore s d y - 1. But then the two sides of (5) do not have the same degree. 
Thus (2) follows. 
Let K,, = Q(5). By [ 1, Theorem 20.14, p. 1301, there is a finite extension 
field of K,,. say K, with ring I of integers such that every element [ of K,, 
can be written as a quotient <, /iZ with <, , IL relatively prime integers of 
I. Thus 
Let 
(6) 
and 
Then ;‘&, and 6, ,, are non-zero elements of I; and 
We claim that, for all k, /c 2’ , 
;‘x, and 5, c2 are relatively prime. (7) 
For, if this is not the case. then there is a prime ideal P of I containing ;J~, 
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and i;, {-. Thus P contains <, or t1 and suppose, without loss of generality, 
that i;, E P. Then from (6) it follows that c2 E P, contradicting the fact that 
<, and t2 are relatively prime. Therefore (7) is true and similarly 
Ok,,, and 2, A2 are relatively prime, 
for all k’, I’ E Z + 
Next we prove that 
;‘r,;6,,,, is a unit of t, 
for all k. 1 E Z + For, we can write 
1:;,,(5,.,! =P, . ..P..Q, ‘...Q, I. 
where P,, Q, are prime ideals of I, P, # Q, for all i, .j, and 
BY (1 L 
, 5 
;'hI E n P,. Sk.,, E n Q,. 
,=I ,=I 
‘IX,/ = ;‘h,i\’ “/, /s,.,.g ““~S=l![j.,i ‘1. 
Therefore ylk,, =,f’(A,, A2)/i’,“i;. for some ,f’(i,, E.,)EZ[/.,. A2], m, 1720. 
Then from (lo), 
P, I I . P,.i;“l.;’ ‘lx +“=Q, . ..Q&’ ““f‘(;“,,&). 
If s3 1, then each Q, contains 3.,i., along with 6,,., contradicting (8). 
Therefore s = 0. Similarly, since 
we have Y = 0. Thus (9) follows from (IO). 
The major step now is to show that 
<, . t2, 2, and i, are units of I. (11) 
Then it will follow that < and j. are also units of I. To prove (1 1 ), let E be 
the normal closure of K over CI. By (9) ~h,,‘bk.,~ is a unit in the ring of 
integers of E, for all k, IE Z + . Hence, writing N for the norm of E.IQ, we 
have 
Nc;‘~,) = + N((i,,, ). (12) 
Let r= (5,. . . . . T,} be the Galois group of EKJ and write 
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u here 
Similarly, with t,(i,)=lW,, and s,(/.,)=i.,,. 
N(d,,,,)= jj $,(k’). 
,= I 
where 
(Observe that I can be arbitrary, but the maps Q,, $, depend on 1, I’, 
respectively.) 
Let k, be the smallest even positive integer such that k;, = k,] and let z be 
the product of the primes p for which p’ # p. For all positive integers k 
relatively prime to I, we have (k,,k)’ = k,,k. For these values of k. define 
q,(k) = cj,(k”k) = Q,(k)/‘“, 1 d .i 6 I, 
1/5,(k) = $,(k,,k) = $,(k)“ci, 1 <j<l’. 
Then 
Therefore, from ( 12) 
(i,,(k), $,(k)sz, 
i v,(k)= i lb,(k)> 
, = I ,= I 
(13) 
for all k relatively prime to ;. 
Now choose I > I’. Then, by Lemma 4.2, there are integersj,, j,. I < ,j, # 
j2 d 1, such that ‘p,, and q~,, differ by a z th root of 1. Thus, by (13). 
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i.e., 
and hence 
N(r,)= +N(<,). (14) 
Similarly choosing 1~ I’, we obtain 
N(i,)= *N(L?). (15) 
Again by Lemma 4.2 there are integers j, , j,, 1 < j, 6 I, 1 6 .j2 <; I’, such 
that yj, and r/j,: differ by a zth root of 1. Thus, from (13), we have 
47,,(1)=ti,J1): 
and (14) and (1.5) then give 
Choosing I= I’ # 1, we get N([,) = k N(i., ), Then choosing I # I’, it follows 
that 
N(c,)= k I = N(i,); 
and therefore, by ( 14) and ( I5), 
N((,) = k 1 = N(i,). 
Thus (11) is proved and so 
5, j. are units of I. 
Finally we see now that S is a free additive group of finite rank (equal 
to the degree of 5 over Z). Let p be a prime such that p’ = q # p and let 
s= S/p& a finite ring of characteristic p. By our initial assumption (1 ), 
VA.,, is an invertible element of s. (16) 
But there are integers n,, H,EZ + such that 
F,II = ]I& = 1, i 
C‘hoose li = n, ~1~. Then 
k’ = n; ni 
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and taking I = p (and hence 1’ = q), WC have 
qx,, = pT.‘q 1 = 0, 
contradicting (16). This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.3. 1 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. 
Proof’ of’ Theorem 4.1. We have A u G with A abelian, h(A) 3 1, and 
G/A infinite cyclic. We must show that any complete /-epimorphism 0 from 
G to a group (? ( # I ) is index-preserving on GI’A. By Theorems 3.2 and 3.6, 
~1~; ,, is injectivc. 
Let bars denote images of subgroups of G under g. If B is any subgroup 
of A which is normal in G, then B < c, by [ 13, Proposition 1.61. Thus we 
may assume that A is torsion-free and so A is also torsion-free and there- 
fore abelian ([6; see also 9. Proposition 1.12, p. 191). Then h(A)=h(A) 
and 2 u c. Also. by Theorem 3.6, CJ is a projectivity if h(A) 3 2; and in this 
case cj 1 is induced by an isomorphism ‘4 + 1, by Baer’s theorem (see [9, 
Theorem 3, p. 351). Let 
G=AM(K) and G=AYl (f). 
where (,q) = (g)“. We may assume that A is a cyclic (g)-module, 
generated by clg, say. Suppose that h(A) is infinite. Then the elements 
(1,; (iEZ) 
are independent and so ,4 is free abelian. Since, for any prime p, G/A” is 
residually finite [4]. there is a normal subgroup V of G with A”< V< A 
and A/V linitc. Then vu G and. since G! V is polycyclic, g preserves 
p-indices in G! V [ 13, Corollary 2.1O(ii)]. Thus CT is index-preserving on 
G,‘A, as required. 
From now on we may assume that 
h( A ) is ,fitlitc 
and, by induction on h(A), that 
Then A is clicisible hex onI!> ,finite!,y mm~~ primes. (See, for example, the 
argument in [4, pp. 596, 5971.) On the other hand, 
For, if A/‘< A, then AiA” is finite and non-trivial and so 0 is injective on 
(;:‘A” (by 1.5) and preserves p-indices on G/A” [ 13, Corollary 2.10( ii)]. 
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hence on G/A. In particular cr G ,,, is singular ,fbr at nmst ,fi:rzite/>. m(lIl.1‘ 
prirws. 
Denote the g-action on A by f1. Then we may assume that, for all t E Z. 
t #O, 
(1 - B’)j 1 is injective. (17) 
For, if not, there exists an element N E A, I! # 1, such that 
(g’.u)=(g’)x(a)~Cy xc, 
and then, by 1.6, g is index-preserving on (g’, u), therefore on (1 g) and 
hence on G/A. 
For each k E B k , there exists a unique k’ E B t such that 
(ghY= (2” >. 
The map k H k’ is an automorphism of the multiplicative semigroup Z + 
induced by a permuation of the positive primes with support equal to the 
(finite) set of primes for which 01~ ,,, is singular. (See 121.) Choose any 
UEA and kcZ,. Then 
(g”a)” = (,ph) 
for some SEA. Now, with (a)-= (2). 
(f, 5) = (g”. N j” = (‘$, ,$a)” 
= (<!y, ‘(y/5) = (Kk , h), 
Therefore, 
(g,N)=(‘q,h). 
Denote the g-action on 2 by 8. Choose /E Z + and let 
H=(g,(gl’a)‘)=(g,u(l+fI’+H”+ . ..+fI” I’“)). 
so 
(18) 
(19) 
H” = (<q. (g/’ h)“) = ( j, /j( ] + aA-’ + flzA’ + + (I”’ “‘;‘)), (20) 
We distinguish the cases h(A) = 1 and /z(A) 3 2: 
C’USP 1 Suppose that h(A) = I. We may consider .4 and 2 embedded 
(as additive subgroups) in Q with 1 E A n 2. Then H is multiplication in A 
by a rational number m,‘n and 0 is multiplication in 2 by a rational 111, /‘II,. 
We suppose that (nz,r7)=(m,,r7,)=1. By (17), 
m/17 # I!I 1. 
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Clearly tnt?A = A and m, n, ,? = A. Since U = .Z[ l/mtz] < A and U 4 G, we 
may assume that A = C’. 
Let B<Awith BaG. If B=&*, then we find B<A and 
((g,B)nA)ri=B. 
Hence B=(g, B)nAaG. 
We claim that 
7-c(mt1)=71(t~z,t?,). (21) 
For, let BUG, B<A. Then Bar? and so tn,n,B=B. Also, for any 
prime p. 
pB = B if and only if pB = B. (22) 
For, if pB < B, then r~ is index-preserving on B/pB and if pB < B, then (T is 
index-preserving on B/B n (pB)a*, whose image under (T is D/pB (both by 
1.6). Therefore (22) follows and by choosing B = A, we see that rc(m, 12, )c 
n(mn). Conversely, let p E n( mn) and put B = Z [ l/m, n , ] < 2. Then B u G, 
B=h*aG, and B<A. ThuspB= B and soplm,n,, by (22). Hence (21) 
holds. 
Observe that if a prime p 1 mn, then it follows easily that D/,, preserves 
all p-indices (using 1.5). Now suppose that some p-index (p prime) in A 
maps under ci to a y-index (q prime, q # p) in A. Then, by above. p / mn. 
Also q Inzn. For otherwise “I,,, preserves y-indices, while there exists u E A 
(u # 0) such that 
(pu)cr= (qu)a==y((u)(T), 
giving ((1) (T = y( (u ) g ), a contradiction. 
Now, by (19) 
H”=(E, (a(l+H”+H”+ ..’ +0” ““))u) 
where r is a rr(mn)-number. Notice that the numerator in the inner bracket 
of (23) is relatively prime to Nan and (~1,~ preserves such indices. Also, from 
(18) h=tiu, where II is a unit in ,S=Z[l/nzn] and hence 
jj(l +p’+p’ + +()I” ‘)A ) 
=ti(l +(m,/n,)/ +(m,/tz,)‘h + “. +(m,,n,)” “h )u. 
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Substituting in (20), comparing with (23) and putting N= 1. we obtain 
(1 + (r?Iirz)” + (?J,!n)‘l + “. + (m/n)" ~"'A).s 
=(l +(n7,/rz,)/‘ +(n7,;n,)'k'+ "' +(m,;r7,)" "IT )S. 
Then to avoid contradicting Lemma 4.3 (with 5 = r77/77, i = 1)~~ ,‘n, ), we must 
have k = h-‘. for all k E .Z + and hence (TI(, , is index-preserving. 
Cusr 2. Suppose now that /z(A) > 2. Then gl,$ is induced by an 
isomorphism A --f 2 which we also denote by II. From (19), H” = 
(,q,aa ‘(1 +fP+fP+ “’ +H” “/‘)a). Then from (18) and (20) we 
obtain 
rro ‘(I +fP+fP+ ‘,. +(I” “k)a.z(,q) 
=N(l +P’+P+ ‘.. +f7” “A ).Z(,f). 
Thus 
ql+(jj~+(p+ +q” “/‘)Z(2) 
=Ii(l +O”‘+fF+ “. +fm” ‘IA )Z(,f). (24) 
where (p = 0 ‘00. Also the isomorphism g: A + il extends to a C-iso- 
morphism (again denoted by 0) from 
V=A@*-@ to P= A@,- c:, 
and we write F= co. all I’E V. Moreover, V, I- become c(g). C(g)- 
spaces, respectively, and we continue to denote the g. e-actions on V. 1- 
by 0. H. 
Then we claim that Eq. (24) holth ,f& ul/ 2 E c?. To XC this. let FE I/. 
? # 0. and let r be a basis for 0Z over Q. Then 
where L’; E ‘4 Or Q. Choose nrZ+ such that. for all 71 E II 111%; E A. (Here 
we identify A with A @ 1 and 2 with A@ 1.) Since r# 0, it follows that 
r # 0 and WC can find 7 such that I’;. # 0. Recall that A is rationally 
irreducible as Z( g)-module and hence each non-zero element (I of ,-I 
generates A @,< Q as Q( g)-module. Therefore the annihilator of (I in 
,Q( g) coincides with the annihilator of A @ _ Q in Q(g). It follows that 
111’ H /IV, defines a Z( g)-isomorphism 
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and hence 
in the split extension VM (g). Also (T restricts to a projectivity 
(nr,, g) + (nc), 2). (26) 
Similarly. nr,. ~111. defines a Z( g)-isomorphism from (no,,) Z(g) to 
(nF) ;I( 2). Thus 
(nF,, ,C) 2 (nF, g) (27) 
in PX (2). Combining (25), (26), and (27), we obtain a projectivity 
Therefore the argument establishing (24) shows that (24) remains valid 
with a replaced by nF, and then, dividing by n, also with 5 replaced by E 
Now let u E V. Then 
For, take h- = 1, I = 2 in (24). Thus, for all c E r, 
C(1 +@)Z(R)=F(l +O+F+ I” +O’ ‘)Z(‘g). (29) 
Let F be an eigenvector for (5 with corresponding eigenvalue i. From (29) 
we see that 
and so F is an eigenvector for (i, with eigenvalue <E J[E., 1” ‘1. Then 
~‘p = 51-. i.e.. t:O = <r and I’ is an eigcnvector for 0. Replacing g, ,ci 
throughout by g ‘, ,e ‘, respectively, we obtain. similarly, < ’ E Z[i.. i ‘1. 
Thus each eigenvector for R is the image under o of an eigenvector for 0 
and in the above notation 
Z[i’, < ‘1 s Z[i, 1” ‘I. 
By an analogous argument, interchanging 0 and o ‘, we have the reverse 
inclusion and so (28) holds. 
Finally, let I‘ ( E I’) be an eigenvector for 0 with eigenvalue <. Then L- is 
an eigenvector for (i, and (5 with corresponding eigenvalues < and j, (say). 
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respectively; and Z[<, < ‘1 = Z[j*, 1” ‘1 = S, say. Taking Cr= L- in (24), we 
obtain 
(1 + p + julh + . + i"' llh)S=(l +j.“'+~~h'+ ,,, + ill/' l)“')S, 
Note that j’ and 3. are not periodic, by (17) and its analogue for 0 and 2. 
Thus, as in Case 1, in order to avoid contradicting Lemma 4.3, we must 
have (~1 G,., index-preserving. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let A Q G ,virh A aheliun, h(A) 3 2 und G/A it$nire 
c,>qciic. Then erer~s non-rriuid cotnplefe I-epitnorphim 0: C + c is un inde.u- 
preserving prqjectiviQ.. 
Proof: By Theorem 3.6, o is a projectivity. Also, by 1.6, 01~~ is index- 
preserving; and. by Theorem 4.1, (~1~; , is index-preserving. The result 
follows, by 1.4. 1 
5. APPLICATIONS 
First we require two technical results about groups with a normal 
torsion-free locally cyclic subgroup. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let A 4 G \i,ith A torsiotvfke und locully c?,clic und Ier 
C= C,,(A). Suppose that h(G/C) 3 2. lf’~: G + 9 is u non-Wikd cotnpietc 
I-hot?zotlzOrpp/7i,st?t, then 7 ~ -( is ittjecticc. 
Proof: Consider A embedded in Q and suppose, for a contradiction, 
that the lemma is false. Thus there are subgroups 
Y<X<A 
with IX : YI = p, a prime, and X’ = Y’. Let 
H= {uir/u/c~A, (c, I))= 1 ). 
Since h(G/C’) 3 2, it is easy to see that there is an element go G\C such 
that the conjugation action of g on A is multiplication by nzjn, where 
(M, n) = 1 and p j tnn. Then H u (A, g) and A/H is a p-group. By 1.5, 
~1 .-l !, is injective and hence X + H = Y + H. Therefore 1 Xn H : Y n H 1 = p 
and since (Xn H)’ = ( Y n H)‘, we may assume that Y < X< H. Clearly 
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Choose i maximal such that p’H 3 X. Then p’ ’ ‘H 2 X. but 
I’ “‘H>pX= Y. 
Thus (p’H)’ = (p’ + ’ H)‘. Again by 1.5, T is injective on Hip” ‘H, giving the 
required contradiction. 1 
In a similar vein we have 
EMMA 5.2. Lt~t A 4 G ,t,itk A forsion-fke md iocu~!,~ c:l‘c/ic and kt 
C = C,;( A ). Supposc~ thut /I( G;C’) 3 2 md icr o; G + G’ ( # 1 ) hi u umpletc~ 
I-c~pin7orplIisnI. Th (T) ,! is in~~.~-prrsrrcirzg. 
Proof: Again consider A embedded in Q and let p be any prime. Take 
H and K as in Lemma 5.1. Then H u (H, g) and pH < H. Hence, by 1.5, 
) H” : (pH)“I = p. 
Since gI I is injective (by Lemma 5.1 ) it follows easily that Al,., preserves 
p-indices. all p. and so (rl 4 is index-preserving. 1 
Now we apply results from Section 3 in order to analyst a situation 
which will be critical in proving Theorem A. 
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(i) We have /z(A) = 1 with (S) finite. Take CUE 2 with lZl infinite 
and write i?= (g,(1), K= (g,a), where (u)~= (5). In order to prove 
(a), we may assume, by Lemma 2.3, that P(K)=P(K)= 1. Then, by Lem- 
ma 2.6(i), ~1 <4) is index-preserving. The truth of (b) follows from 1.6(i). 
(ii) Now h(A)32 and we may assume that G and G are finitely 
generated. Then G is polycyclic. It is easy to see that there exists Ba G. -- 
B 6 2, G/B finite and with the non-trivial Sylow subgroups of G/B neither 
cyclic nor generalized quaternion. Thus the intersection of the maximal 
- -. 
cyclic subgroups of G/B IS trivial and then, by [ 15, Corollary 1.31, B = B”* 
has finite index in G. Therefore IG : A( is finite and so G is polycyclic. 
Hence (a) and (b) follow from 1.6. 
Case 2. Suppose that 1 (g) : (g) n A1 = M,. By 1.5 and Lemma 2.3, we 
may assume that P(G) = P(c) = 1. So G and G are torsion-free and A is 
abelian. Let x = g”, for some integer II. If Iz(A ) = 1, then 
h(A’)=h(A‘)= 1 and A’ is abelian. 
If /z(A) > 2, then h(A ‘) 2 2 and, by 1.6(ii), u is injective on A ‘. whence F 
is abelian and h(A ‘) = h(A). 
Suppose that A # A’. If A’ < A, then A’ ’ > A and so A‘> 2, giving 
/?(A‘) > h(A). But this contradicts the above (with s ’ for x). Therefore, 
B=(A,A‘)>A and B=AnA’<A. (1) 
Moreover, since B/A z A‘/a, we have A’/D 2 C, Now without loss we 
may assume that ?i is a cyclic (c)-module, generated by a, say. Thus if 
/z(A)= SK;, then 2 is free abelian with basis ja,L’JIi~Z}. But then /z(D)= x8 
and B is centralized by some non-trivial power of K, a contradiction. 
Therefore /z(A) is finite and then 
-- 
h(A/D) = 1. 
Thus h( B/D) = 2. Let ? = C,(A). 
(i)(a) By Theorem 4.1, it is sufficient to show that A u G. We 
distinguish three possibilities: 
(1) C=G; (2) A<C<G; (3) c=2. 
(1) Here G is abelian and so G is abelian, by Lemma 2.6(ii). 
(2) Now c = (2’) x 2 has Hirsch length 2 and so, replacing 2 by 
c“, it follows from Case 1 (ii) that o is an index-preserving projectivity. Then 
.-i 4 G. by [ 13, Proposition 1.61. 
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(3) Assume that 2 = c. Let E ( # 1) be a normal abelian subgroup 
of G. Then E is torsion-free, E ( # 1) is abelian and E 6,, G. If En A = I, 
it follows that En il= 1 and .!?a EA, by [S. Theorem 2.11. Thus E< C. a 
contradiction. Therefore En A # 1 and so 
I #EnA<Z((A, E)). 
Since the g-action on ii ( <Q) is multiplication by a rational ( # + 1 ), 
we must have I!?< 2. Then E’a G (Ioc,. cit.) and E ,< A. Now o induces a 
complete I-epimorphism from G/E to G.‘E and. by Lemma 2.2, 
Hence A u G. 
P(G/E)=(A.;E)“*=A.‘EaGIE. 
(i)(b) This follows from Theorem 3.2. 
(ii)(a) If A u G, then 0 is an index-preserving projectivity, by 
Corollary 4.4. Suppose therefore that 
A # A @‘. 
for some integer II. Referring to ( 1 )% .?;‘n u E/D with lz(A/D) = I. Let 
.Y = g”, B= (A. A’), D = ,4 n A’. Since ,4 is abelian, D u B; and (i)(a) -- 
applied to CT: B,fD 4 B/D gives A a B. Therefore 
AuA’;u(’ I 
Now g” E A”, for some II 3 1, and so A” is generated by finitely many 
conjugates of A. Therefore A” is nilpotent. Let 
Z=Z(A”)uA”aG. 
By 1.6( ii), g is injective on A”. Suppose that Z n (,y) = I. Then. by 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.6, 0 is injective on (g) and therefore (T is a projectivity 
(1.1 ). But then A a G, by [ 13, Proposition 1.61. a contradiction. Therefore 
and (Z, g) is locally polycyclic. 
If /z(Z) 3 2, then (r/ (,,, is injective, by 1.6(ii), and we obtain a contra- 
diction as before. We are left with h(Z) = I. Since h(A) > 2, G/Z is not 
periodic. Since G is locally polycyclic, o is injective on all the periodic 
subgroups of G/Z, by 1.6(i). Hence 01 ii’, is injective, leading to A u G yet 
again, a contradiction. 
(ii)(b) This follows from Theorem 3.6. 1 
Finally, before proving Theorem A. we need 
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-- 
c?= Ci (A,IP) 
aml msume that either h( T/C) > 2 or c/‘;‘A is not periodic. Let g E G such 
thut (g>” = (g). Then (T/ cs) is on i,lL~t~s-presc~rtlillg projecticit?, ,fiom (g) 
to (K). 
Proofs Put A = A”‘, T= r”*, K = K”*, P = pm’, B = (g, .4 >, and 
B= (2, il). Since P< EE X. P is locally finite. Also P(A) = p and so, by 
Lemma 2.2, P = P( A ); and P is locally finite. by Lemma 2.3, By Lemma 2.4. 
A/P is torsion-free abelian with h(A/P) = I. Moreover, it follows from 1.5 
that, for any s E G, 
o 1 px is ut1 ind~~.u-prc~.vrrtirlg projectkit!.. (2) 
Let M = M”*. Consider an element .Y E M such that 
I(.Y) : A n (x)1 = x. 
If (S) = (.Y)“, then An(.\-)=I and P((A,.V))=P. Again by 
Lemma 2.2, P( (A, s)) = P. Thus we may apply Lemma 5,3(i)(a) to (T: 
(A, .x-)/P+ (A, X)/P and deduce that A a (A, x), It follows that 
A $ NT(A) and il $ a,(A). (3) 
Let E=u,-(A) and D=C,(A/P). For .\-EG, .VEG with (.Y)“= (.\-). we 
have .4 n (s) = 1 if and only if 2 n (.\-) = 1. Therefore, 
E”=E=u,(il) and (a,(A))” = a,(A). 
Moreover, the interval [T/E] is periodic. We claim that 
either /I( EiD) 3 2 or II/A is non-periodic,. (4) 
For, if D/A is periodic, then E/D is abelian and not periodic, by (3). Thus 
D -a E‘, by [ 15, Proposition 3.41, and EiZI is a modular group. If C/A is 
not periodic, then D/A is not periodic, by Lemma 2.6(ii), a contradiction. 
Therefore C/A is periodic. Thus, by hypothesis h(T,IC) > 2. Also, since 
[TIE] is periodic, we have [T/E] periodic and so h(E/En C) 3 2. But it 
is easy to see, from Lemma 2.6(i), that D < c, and therefore E/D is abelian, 
by [9, Theorem 16, p. 201. Then h(E’D)>2, by Lemma 2.6(ii), and (4) 
follows. 
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Now we can show that, for all integers i, 
CJ is mn inrlex-p~e.rercing projecticit?, on A”‘. (5) 
For, if h(E,iD) 3 2. then this follows from (2) and Lemma 5.2. In the other 
case, by (4). there is an element (3 E D”’ such that 
(c, A”‘)iP”’ is abelian of Hirsch length 2. 
Then (5) follows from (2) and 1.6. 
By Lemma 5.3(i)(a), we may suppose that I(R): An (,$)I is finite. 
Consider SEC such that I(.Y): An (.u)l=z. Then l(.~)~J=a and 
An (.Y)~= 1. Thus En (s)~= 1 and so Bn (.Y) = 1. Therefore, for each 
integer i, 
1 =B”‘n (.y)“=Bn (.y)s’=An (.y)“‘, 
Hence, for each i and XE G, 
l(x): An (.v)I = #cc if and only if 1 (s)“: A n (.Y),~‘I = cc. 
Then. using (3). 
A”‘aa,,~(A,“)=r~,(A)a (u,(A), g) =L, 
say. Thus, by [S, Theorem 2. I 1, 
(A”‘)” a u/((A) < L( = L”). 
From (6) we obtain Acz’ u L and, using (5) and 1.4, we see that 01 
an index-preserving projectivity. Also, from (7), 
(A”‘)“au,-(A) 
and hence (A<“‘)” a L. 
Now consider the induced I-epimorphism 
(6) 
(7) 
is 
The subgroup P(L/(A’,‘?)“) = F/(A(“‘)” (say) is locally finite, since L E f. 
Let 
F/A(‘) = P(L/‘A’“‘). 
Then, from Lemma 2.3 (observing that L/F is not periodic), we deduce that 
01,. is an index-preserving projectivity from F to i? Finally, L/F has a non- 
trivial torsion-free abelian normal subgroup and hence, by Lemma 5.3, 
gl ~ ,~, ,;) is index-preserving. Thus ~1, $: is index-preserving, as required. 1 
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We come now to our main result. 
Proof of’ Theorem A. By 1.1 and 1.2, it suffices to show that 0 restricted 
to each cyclic subgroup of G is an index-preserving projectivity and T 
restricted to each cyclic subgroup of G is injective. Thus let go G. 
(g)” = (g) and K= (H, g), K = K”‘. By hypothesis, 
Therefore KE X, for if [K/H] is not finite, then 17 u K, by 18, 
Theorem 2.11. 
Let P= P(K) and suppose first that K/P has a normal abelian subgroup 
A/P of Hirsch length 2 2. (This is certainly the case if /r(g) > 2 and n is 
modular, for then if is abelian, by [9, Theorem 16, p. 201.) Let P = P(K). 
Then 01,~ is an index-preserving projectivity from P to p, by Lemma 2.3; 
and, by Lemma 5.3(ii)(a), (T induces an index-preserving projectivity from 
(g, P)JP to (g, P>/P. Therefore 01~~~ is an index-preserving projectivity 
from (g) to (g), as required. Similarly, by Lemma 5.3(ii)(b), T is injective 
on (g, p)/B. By 1.5, rjp is injective. Thus tl <n) is injective. 
From now on we may assume that the non-trivial normal abelian sub- -- 
groups of K/P have Hirsch length 1. We distinguish two cases: 
(i) Szlppose thut h(K) 3 3. In Lemma 5.4. take T= K and let J/P be -- 
a normal abelian (torsion-free) subgroup of K/P with Iz(&‘P) = 1. Then the 
hypotheses of Lemma 5.4 are satisfied and we conclude that 01 c:e, is an 
index-preserving projectivity. 
With regard to r, assume without loss of generality that P= 1 (since ~1 p 
is injective, by 1.5), and let T = C,-(A). We claim that 
r1 z is injective. (8) 
-- 
For, either h(K/C) 3 2 and then (8) follows from Lemma 5.1; or C?,‘A is not 
periodic and so there exists CE C such that (?, A) is abelian with Hirsch 
length 2; then (8) follows from 1.6(ii). Now if (g) n 2 is finite, then rI (p) 
is injective, by Lemma 5.3(i)(b). If, on the other hand, (g) n A is infinite, -- 
let F:A=P(K/A). By Lemma 5.3(i)(b) or (ii)(b), t is injective on (R, F)/i? 
But r is injective on F/A, by 1.5, and so r is injective on (g, F), by (8). 
Therefore z/ (n> is injective. 
(ii) Suppme now~ thut h(K) = 2. Then /r(H) = 2 and R dn G implies 
that IR: HI is finite. We may replace I7 by H”, for, by [14, Theorem 3.21, 
HE;<[, G. Thus aa K. S’ 
- - 
mce we are left with the case when [G/H] is not 
periodic, there is an element J E G such that 
l(J) : Rn (J)l= x. 
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Let r= (H, y), Then 
I74 TE.T and f1(T)=3. 
Let M = (T, K). Thus E7 u M. Our previous notation for P(K) will not 
appear again and so let 
F=P(T)=P(H)ah;i 
and let A,lP be a non-trivial abelian normal subgroup of H/P. Then 
‘p/P Yg H/P 
and ,&“/P is locally nilpotent, torsion-free, and has Hirsch length < 2. 
Thus ,?“/P is abelian and hence has Hirsch length 1. Therefore we may 
assume that A a M and /t(A) = 1. 
Applying Lemma 5.4 to this situation. we find that g/ CC,sj is index- 
preserving. 
Finally, arguing with 7 in place of I? in case (i), we find ~1,~ is injective 
and then rICql is injective as in that case. 1 
6. CRITICAL EXAMPLES 
Let G be a non-periodic soluble group. .5” a complete lattice and r: 
G --f Y a proper complete I-homomorphism. By Theorem A we must have 
h(G) < 2. We proceed to construct a metabelian group G with h(G) = 2 and 
a proper complete I-epimorphism r from G to G. 
Let G = A x (g) with (K) infinite and A torsion-free abelian of rank 1. 
We can identify A with an additive subgroup of Q and the action of g on 
A with multiplication by a rational t~~.in, (m, n) = 1. Let r: G -+ y be a 
proper complete /-homomorphism. Then there are subgroups X, Y of G 
with Y < X and X’ = Y’. By Theorem 3.2, T is injective on G/A and then, 
by Lemma 3.3. Xd A. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
(X : Y( = p, a prime. By the argument in the proof of Lemma 5.1, p ( mn. 
Hence rn;‘n # + 1 and pA = il. 
Before defining T, an easy technical result will be useful. 
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exists u, jI+” ’ E S, U, E B, p J u,. Thus UU, /p”+ ’ E S. Also there are integers 
i.. ~1 such that 
Jp+pu,r, = I 
Now let G have the structure described above with Y <X6 A, 
IX: Yl=p (prime), pl/nn. and pA=il. We define a map 5: I(G)-+I(G) as 
follows: 
i 
G if (;<A, 
U’= pli if b’<A and C’nX & Y. 
u if C:d A and UnX< Y. 
We claim that 
z is N proper completr I-epinwrphism. (1) 
To see this, let i U, /E. E A ) be a set of subgroups of G. We distinguish 
various cases. 
(i) Suppow that Uj & A, ,fi)r ull 2 E A. Then 
(c:jlj”EA)r=(Cr,liEA)=(U:li~Eil) 
and 
‘=n Cl: ifI=n U, &A. 
/ i 
Thus suppose that I< A. Then 
with aj- # 0 and u, E A. Hence c’, n A is invariant under multiplication by 
(4~)~’ and so p( Uj n A) = U, n A. Therefore, pI= I and 
c 1 
r n C’, = n u:. 
I / 
(ii) Supposr thcrt C’, <A anu’ U, n X < Y, ,fbr ull i E A. Then each 
X/C:, n X is a p’-group. If n, (U, n X) # 0, then X/n,. (U, n X) is a 
p’-group and so 
nX=n (U,nX) & Y 
, 
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Therefore (n j Cl,)r = p( n j. U,) = n j. pD’; = n j. il:. On the other hand, if 
fi; ( Uj. n X) = 0, then n; o’, = 0 and 
o= nu, 
t i 
+ u;.=npu;.<n u;=o. 
I I / / 
In both cases, ( lij / ;i E A ) n X < Y and hence 
(iii) Supposcj that U, d A und U, n X ,< Y, ,fkw UN i E A. We have 
nX<Y andso ;=n Cl,=-) u;; 
I , 
and 
(U;.//.En)nx=(c’,nxl~E/1)~ Y 
gives 
(iv) Suppose thut Uj. < A, Jiv clll I. E A. Let C’;, n X & Y for 
i,Eil,#12/andUj,nX6Yfori~A,#~.SoAisthedisjointunionof~, 
and A?. Put 
0’ = n cl’,.  v= n u,. 
ic.1, ,.r.,z 
Using (ii) and (iii), we have 
,fJ, U;=ijn,, U:)n(,.p,2 Ujj=(.;ln1”=U’nV. 
If c’nX,< Y, then U’= C; and (Un V)‘= Un V. as required. If 
U n X A Y, then U’ =pU. Since (U n V)r = Cm V, we have to show that 
pun V= Un V. (2) 
We may assume that V # 0. Since L’ n X & Y, 
AI,!Yz(UnX):(Un Y) 
and, hence, p(UnX)= Un Y=pUn Y. Then VnX< Y implies VnX= 
V n Y and, therefore. 
C:n Vn X= I!n Vn Y= pi/n Vn Y=N. 
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say. Now (U n V)/(pUn V) and X/Y are p-sections of the finite cyclic 
group ( U n V)X/iy and so we must have 
pun V= Un V. 
Thus (2) follows. Also we have shown that 
51 4 preserves intersections. (3) 
Regarding joins, now let U = ( C’, 1 I. E A , ), V = ( U, 13. E /1&. Then 
UnX& Y and VnX< Y. 
Therefore CJ’ = pU, VT= V, and (U, V)T = p( U, V). We claim that 
For, if pU = U, then A/U is a PI-group and so A/( U, V) is a PI-group. 
Therefore, 
Aj(U, V) zpA/p( U. V) = Ajp(U, V) 
is a p’-group and hence p( U, V) = (U, V), Thus 
(U, Vl>(pU, V>>p(U, V>=(U, v> 
and (4) holds. On the other hand, if pU< U, since Un V=pUn L’ (see the 
derivation of (2) above), we have 
(U, V>> (pU, V)>p(U, V). 
Then 1 (U, V) : p( U, V)\ = p implies (4) holds again. Now 
(U,,ijmEA)T=(U, V)‘=(U’, V’) (by (4)) 
=((U~jiEA,), (U:iiEA2)), 
by (ii) and (iii). It follows that ~1, is a complete I-endomorphism of A. 
(v) Suppose that the Uj, ure urhitrar~~. Define 
A,=jLIU; <A), AZ= (jmIU,<A). 
By (i) and (iv). we may assume that ,4, # @ # il,. Let 
u=(uJnEA,), V= (U;Ii.EA2). 
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Then 1: & A and VGA. By (i) and (iv). 
(U51j-tA)=((u:lj.E,,~,). (U:ljwEA2)) 
= (c:‘, v;> = (1,;. V’). 
Since (c’, V)’ = (U. V), WC have to show that 
( l!, C’) = ( u. IV’ ). (5) 
If L’nX< Y, then V’= Vand (5) holds. If VnX 6 Y, then V’=pVand 
(U, pV) = L!(pV)’ = (1~. p( v’ )). 
But, by Lemma 6.1, p( V’ ) = V’ and so again (5) holds. Thus z pr~~sc~rs 
joins. 
Regarding intersections, we show first that, for any c’ $ A and V < A, 
(on V)‘= urn VT. (6) 
If VnX< Y, then L’n VnXd Y and (6) holds. If VnX < Y, then 
V’= pV. Thus 
(tin l’)‘=((b’nA)n V)‘==(b’nA)‘n VT. 
by (iv ). Since p( C’ n .4 ) = fJ’ n A (by Lemma 6.1 ), 
(llnil)‘=C;nA 
and so 
and (6) holds. 
Finally. 
=(;!\, l:,.)‘n(,p, (.,I- (by(3)or(6)). 
Then. by case (i) and (3). 
as required. 
I,ATTI(‘E HOMOMORPHISkfS x9 
We have shown that 5 is a complete I-endomorphism of G and T is 
proper since X’ = Y’. Moreover, 7 is surjective. For, let H < G. If H < A. 
then H’=H. If H<A and HnX<Y, then H’=H; and if HnXg Y. 
then p ‘H n X d Y and so (p ‘H)’ = H. (Note that A is p-divisible, by 
Lemma 6.1.) 
Now (1) has been established. Summing up, we have proved 
THEOREM B. Let G = A x (g) liliflt 0 # A <Q am1 (g) infitzitr. Let g 
wt ott A h?. conjugation NS mul~iplicution hi. rlze rational t$n. (tn. tt) = 1, utd 
kt Y < X < A ntitlt /X : Yl = p, a prime. 
If G is a non-periodic soluble group and O: G--f G is a non-index- 
preserving projectivity. then by Theorem A, I?(G) d 2. We show finally that 
there exists a metabelian torsion-free group G with h(G) = 2 and an auto- 
projectivity of G which is not index-preserving. 
Let G = A x (g), where Z d A < a$. lg/ = ‘~_a, nd the conjugation action 
of g on A is multiplication by m,‘tz, (m, n) = 1. Let (T: G + G be an auto- 
projectivity and suppose that there is an element s E G and a prime p such 
that some p-index in (.u) is mapped under o to a q-index, where y is a 
prime different from p. By 1.6, we know that m/n # + 1: by Theorem 4.1, 
.\- E A: and, by the argument of Lemma 5.2, p and q belong to the set 71 of 
prime divisors of mn. 
Now let p ( # 1) be a permutation of the set of all primes with the sup- 
port of p contained in z Consider the map 0: A + A defined as follows: 
if I’:s= (- 1)‘. n p;‘~ A. then (r;‘,Qm= (~ 1)’ n (p(p,))“, 
From [2] (see Section 4), we know that o is a bijection which induces an 
autoprojectivity of A, singular for the primes permuted by p. Denote this 
projectivity also by a. We extend o to G by defining 
c:” = c:, for all U & A 
Clearly 0 is a bijection from I(G) to I(G). We claim that 0 and c ’ preserve 
inclusions (and then u is an autoprojectivity of G.) For, let V< CT< G. If 
P’ 6 il or U< A, then the conclusion is immediate. Thus assume that 
I’ < A and U & A. We may suppose that V # 0 and so 
O#V<UnAaC’. 
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Therefore Un A is divisible by all primes in 71 and so (U n A)” = U A A. 
Hence 
Similarly, 0 ’ preserves inclusions. Summing up, we have proved 
THEOREM C. Let G = A x (g) trxith Z < A < 62 und (g) iFfinite clvlic. 
Supposr that the umjugation uction qJ‘ g on A is multiplication by m,‘n, 
(in, n) = 1. Let 71 he the set of’ prime dirisors of‘mn. 
(i) If’p, q urc distinct primes in n, then thtw e.uists an uutopr?jt~ctivitJ~ 
CT c~f‘ G and un tjlrment x (necessaril~~ in A ) such thut 
1 (s)(i : (px)“l = q. 
(ii ) !f’ p $ 71, then euch uutoprojt~l,ticit?, of G preserws the p-indiws. 
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